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ANOTHER MUSICAL SENSATION!!

TWILIGHT MEMORIES

REVERIE

ACKNOWLEDGED BY ALL MUSIC CRITICS AS THE MOST INSTANTANEOUS SUCCESS OF RECENT YEARS. ADOPTED BY OVER EIGHTY PER CENT OF THE CONSERVATORIES AND SCHOOLS OF AMERICA.

IMMENSE FAVORITE WITH TEACHERS AND SCHOLARS ALIKE.

We show below a portion of each of the three movements You'll find this the most beautiful composition you've played in years. No Music Library is complete without it. Secure a copy at once.

Legato

accel. rall. a tempo

Second Movement.

Animato.

Piu Lento.

TRIO.
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"TWILIGHT MEMORIES" Reverie can be obtained wherever Music is sold or will be sent post-paid upon receipt of 25c. Address HAROLD ROSSITER MUSIC CO., CHICAGO, ILL.